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A diet rich in fruit and vegetables, oily ﬁsh, ﬁbre and mono-unsaturated fatty acids has been shown to reduce the risk of cardiovascular disease (CVD) events in those at increased risk of CVD.(1,2) In this study we assessed the association between three different
dietary patterns measures and incident cardiovascular disease in the Scottish population. We used information on diet from the
1995, 1998, 2003, 2008 and 2010 Scottish Health Surveys, with food group and response categories regrouped where necessary to
harmonize the data. A diet quality index (DQI), modiﬁed from one developed for the 2003 Scottish Health Survey(3) (scoring intake
of fruit and vegetables, ﬁsh, starchy foods, ﬁbre, sugary and fatty foods and salt use) was calculated for each participant. Principal
components analysis was used to identify a ‘healthy’ diet pattern (loading positively for wholemeal bread, fruit, high ﬁbre breakfast
cereals, vegetables, oily ﬁsh and potatoes, rice and pasta, and negatively for white bread, salt use and higher fat milk) and a ‘traditional’ diet pattern (loading positively for cakes and biscuits, confectionery, meat, potatoes rice and pasta and cheese), which
accounted for 13 % and 7 % of the total variance in diet respectively. We included men and women aged 35y and over without
CVD at the time of their survey measurements. Follow up of all participants to December 2012 was achieved by record linkage to
the Scottish Morbidity Records, carried out by the Information Services Division of the Scottish Government. CVD events during
follow up were deﬁned as non-fatal hospital admissions or death coded with the International Classiﬁcation of Disease revision 10
codes I20–25, I60–69 or G45. Odds of having a CVD event were assessed for each quintile of the DQI percentage score and the
healthy diet and traditional diet patterns using logistic regression with adjustment for age and sex (model 1) or age, sex, BMI, smoking
and socio-economic status (model 2). Among the 15,474 participants included in model 1, 1,848 had a recorded CVD event; model 2
included 13,762 participants of whom 1,626 had a CVD event.

Dietary pattern measure
DQI
‘Healthy’ diet pattern
‘Traditional’ diet pattern

Model 1
OR [95 % CI] lowest
vs. highest quintile
p for linear trend
1·982 [1·676, 2·345]
1·942 [1·662, 2·270]
1·097 [0·936, 1·286]

<0·001
<0·001
0·356

Model 2
OR [95 % CI] lowest
vs. highest quintile
p for linear trend
1·486 [1·235, 1·798]
1·342 [1·126, 1·600]
1·117 [0·942, 1·325]

<0·001
<0·001
0·305

Both the DQI and the healthy diet pattern showed clear associations with the odds of a CVD event which was raised by 49 % in
participants in the lowest quintile of the DQI percentage score and by 34 % in participants in the lowest quintile of the healthy diet
pattern compared with those in the highest quintiles in the fully adjusted models. The traditional diet pattern showed no signiﬁcant
association with incident CVD.
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